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Long period (LP) volcano seismic events often precede volcanic eruptions4

and are viewed with considerable interest in hazard assessment. They are usu-5

ally thought to be associated with resonating fluid-filled conduits although6

alternative models involving material failure have recently been proposed.7

Through recent field experiments, we uncovered a step-like displacement com-8

ponent associated with some LP events, outside the spectral range of the typ-9

ically narrow-band analysis for this kind of event. Bespoke laboratory ex-10

periments with step tables show that steps of the order of a few microme-11

tres can be extracted from seismograms, where long period noise is estimated12

and removed with moving median filters. Using these constraints, we observe13

step-like ground deformation in LP recordings near the summits of Turri-14

alba and Etna volcanoes. This represents a previously unobserved static com-15

ponent in the source time history of LP events, with implications for the un-16

derlying source process.17
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1. Introduction

The investigation of seismic events on volcanoes plays a major role in enhancing our18

understanding of volcanic systems, as they carry information on the dynamics of the19

volcanic edifice and its plumbing system. Long-period (LP) and very long period (VLP)20

seismic events are of particular importance, as their occurrence is often thought to be21

directly associated with magmatic and/or hydrothermal processes [e.g. Chouet , 2003, and22

references therein] and if so, could give information on the volcanic plumbing systems and23

changes in volcanic activity. According to the classification of LP events given by Chouet24

[2003] typical LP events contain frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz, although McNutt25

[2005] pointed out significant changes with time and between different volcanoes. In the26

data recorded on Mt Etna, Sicily [Lokmer et al., 2008] and Turrialba, Costa Rica [Eyre27

et al., 2013], we observed additional low energy spectral content well below these typical28

frequencies. This observation can have significant implications for our understanding of29

the nature of source time functions (STFs).30

STFs from LP source inversions are often explained by fluid-filled cavity models pro-31

posed e.g. by Chouet [1986] and Neuberg et al. [2000]. In these models, slow waves travel32

at the fluid-solid interface and their interference can cause sustained resonance observed33

at the surface [Chouet , 1986; Ferrazzini and Aki , 1987]. Full waveform inversions of LP34

events have been implemented in studies on several volcanoes, with results often inter-35

preted within the scope of such models [e.g. Legrand et al., 2000; Kumagai , 2002; Nakano36

et al., 2003; Kumagai et al., 2005; Lokmer et al., 2007; Cusano et al., 2008; De Barros37

et al., 2011; Eyre et al., 2013]. It is important to note that the waveforms used in these38
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inversions were band-pass filtered. Recent observations in the summit region [e.g. Fig. 2b39

in Lokmer et al., 2007; Bean et al., 2014; Eyre et al., 2015] show impulsive waveforms40

associated with LP events. Bean et al. [2014] and Eyre et al. [2015] demonstrated that41

resonance observed on seismograms can be a consequence of wave propagation in poorly42

consolidated materials for stations more than about 1 km from the source. Consequently,43

Bean et al. [2014] proposed an alternative model, where shallow LP events are a conse-44

quence of slow rupture within the volcanic edifice. Eyre et al. [2015] showed that this45

source model can explain LP event waveforms recorded on Turrialba volcano.46

The current processing practice of filtering LP events within the most energetic fre-47

quency band prior to inversions means that most of the LP sources interpreted in the48

literature are band-pass filtered representations of the true source-time histories. In our49

unfiltered integrated field data we recently observed small apparent displacement steps in50

the near-field of individual LP events. If this observation is real, it could significantly con-51

tribute to our understanding of LP sources. However, we are aware of problems associated52

with tilt, long period instrumental and environmental noise and microseisms contaminat-53

ing the records. Here we quantify step displacement recovery from broadband seismic54

data using step table laboratory experiments. We then apply a data processing method55

to recover displacement steps in exemplary near field LP signals from Turrialba and Etna56

volcanoes.57

2. Seismometers as deformation sensors?

Our recent near-field observations (≤ 1−2 km from estimated source locations) indicate58

that the frequency content of LP events may in some cases extend all the way down to59
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zero frequency, namely corresponding to a displacement step. To our knowledge, this is60

the first such observation, although small displacements steps (possibly of the order of61

micrometres) can be expected for some LP source models [e.g. Bean et al., 2014; Eyre et al.,62

2015]. In strong-motion seismology, static displacements associated with earthquakes are63

recovered from accelerometer data [e.g. Graizer , 2005; Chanerley et al., 2013], although it64

is a difficult task and displacements are often not entirely recoverable. The signal-to-noise65

ratio (SNR) in these scenarios is typically much higher than for the waveforms associated66

with volcanic LP events.67

If we seek to recover ground displacement steps from seismograms, we need to address68

long-period dynamic noise as well as other long-period signals (e.g. from tilt) contam-69

inating the records. The influence of tilt motions on horizontal components of inertial70

seismometers has been known for a long time [e.g. Rodgers , 1968; Graizer , 2005; Pillet71

and Virieux , 2007]. For small signals and neglecting the terms for angular acceleration72

and cross-axis sensitivity, the differential equation describing a horizontal pendulum is:73

ÿ1 + 2ω1D1ẏ1 + ω2
1y1 = −ẍ1 + gψ2 (1)74

where x1 and y1 are ground displacement and the pendulum response, respectively; ω175

and D1 the natural frequency and critical damping of the pendulum, respectively; g is76

the gravitational acceleration and ψ2 the ground rotation around the second horizontal77

axis, i.e. tilt in x1-direction [for details see Graizer , 2005]. Here we see that tilt has78

a first order effect on the horizontal pendulum, which can in fact become dominant at79

long periods (e.g. above 10 s). Currently available tilt meters on the other hand, are also80

susceptible to translational motion in the LP (e.g. 0.5 - 5Hz) frequency range [Fournier81
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et al., 2011]. Hence with current instrumentation we cannot fully distinguish tilt motion82

from translational motion. Until real rotational sensors that can be deployed in a field83

setting are developed [e.g. Schreiber et al., 2006], other ways of dealing with tilt have to84

be adopted.85

The equation for the vertical response looks similar to equation (1), but the last (ro-86

tational) term can be neglected, which means the vertical component seismograms are87

not sensitive to small tilts. Wielandt and Forbriger [1999] used this difference between88

vertical and horizontal components to separate translational and rotational contributions89

on horizontal seismograms in the near-field of an assumed isotropic source. In general90

this property makes a displacement step recovery from vertical recordings a lot more91

straightforward and less ambiguous than from horizontal components.92

3. Laboratory Experiments

Integrated seismometer data offers displacement information. However a seismometer’s93

response filters true ground motion - by design seismometers lose sensitivity in the limit94

of zero frequency. Consequently, instrument noise starts to dominate for longer periods.95

Displacement steps (i.e. one-sided positive or negative velocity pulses) have a broad96

spectrum, including static (or zero) frequencies. Here we assess the degree to which97

displacement steps can be recovered from broadband seismometer data. We carried out98

laboratory experiments in which we exposed seismometers to well-defined steps, using a99

Lennartz CT-EW1 step table, which can achieve vertical steps as small as ∼ 90µm with100

high precision. The displacement time history varies between 0.5 s and 2.5 s, depending on101

table setting and load. In addition, we designed and built a simple customized step table102
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(Figure 1c), which does not have the same precision as the calibration table, but allows for103

an arbitrary displacement time history. The displacement is driven by manual operation104

of a micrometer screw and its value can be read directly from the screw’s scale, with a105

resolution of 10µm. It is directed at a 45◦ angle with respect to the ground, resulting in106

equivalent displacements in upwards and horizontal directions. Tilting of the table with107

angles of the order of about 10microradians cannot be avoided in this setup and has to108

be kept in mind especially when analysing horizontal recordings. However, in comparison109

to tilt steps measured on volcanoes (typically a few orders of magnitude smaller), these110

signals are large and serve as an upper limit for tilt contamination of field data.111

3.1. Vertical Component

Figure 1a shows the integrated vertical seismograms, i.e. displacements, of a 94µm up-112

ward step (black: ramp time 0.6 s; red: 1.8 s ramp with added noise, see below), recorded113

by a Guralp 3ESPCD (60 s) instrument on the Lennartz table. The uppermost plot shows114

unprocessed, integrated seismograms, which is approximately the instruments’ impulse115

response, acting as a causal high-pass filter. In the second panel, the instrument response116

was removed without additional filters. The step is now clearly visible in the data, but am-117

plified (very) long period noise is also present. During the deconvolution of the instrument118

response, high-pass filters are routinely applied in order to deal with this noise. Hence,119

the third plot shows the effect of an acausal high-pass filter with the corner frequency of120

0.01Hz. Whilst it reduces long period noise, it also alters the step waveform significantly121

by removing its low-frequency portion. For higher filter frequencies (note that the typical122

lower LP filter corner of 0.3Hz is about 5 octaves above 0.01Hz) the step waveform is123
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completely masked by the filter and cannot be distinguished from a dynamic motion. We124

assessed other filtering methods and found moving median filters suitable for the task of125

step recovery. Similar to moving average filters, we take the median of a window of width126

M around each data point xn:127

xMn = Median
(
xn−M

2
fs
, . . . , xn+M

2
fs

)
(2)128

where fs is the sampling frequency and M is given in seconds. The filter is used to129

estimate the long-period noise of the velocity record and is insensitive to transient signals130

with durations significantly shorter than half the window length. As high frequency noise,131

tremor or other signal components can impede noise estimation with the (non-linear)132

moving median filter, a low-pass filter is applied to the instrument corrected data. A133

corner frequency of fc = 5/M was found suitable. The noise estimate is then subtracted134

from the original unfiltered, instrument corrected velocities and the result integrated to135

get displacements. The outcome for the previous lab example, using a moving median136

filter withM = 30 s is shown in the lowermost panel of Figure 1a, where the step waveform137

is successfully recovered from the seismogram. The misfit of the step estimation is:138

∆step =
umeasured − ureal

ureal
=

102µm− 94µm

94µm
= 0.085, (3)139

i.e. the amplitude of the step is overestimated by 8.5%. In comparison to field observa-140

tions, the SNR in the experiment is very high and the rise time of the step is quite short141

(0.6 s). We thus used the recording of a slower step (i.e. a smaller velocity pulse) from142

the same table (1.8 s rise time) and added noise recorded on Turrialba summit station143

CIMA (red lines in Figure 1a). The noise was amplified in order to match SNRs observed144

on Turrialba (see Section 4). The resulting displacements show that for SNRs similar to145
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our Turrialba field data, the step is still well recovered with a misfit of ∆ = 0.053, i.e.146

overestimated by about 5%. Comparing different noise levels added to step table data, we147

estimate that the method’s detection threshold for steps lies at about 1µm for a 3ESPCD148

instrument. This corresponds to approximately 5 times the root-mean-square amplitude149

of the displacement noise below 2Hz.150

As the Lennartz table is restricted to vertical motion and limited step rise times, we151

tested the performance of the processing on different ramp lengths using our customized152

step table. We exposed the same instrument to steps of about 100µm (about 70µm in153

vertical and north directions of the instrument), altering ramp times between 0.6 s and154

20 s. We applied the processing described above, with varying median filter windows to155

recordings of different ramps (Figure 1b). The grey area shows the actual displacement,156

including an assumed error of about ±10% (based on reading precision at the micrometer157

screw). The results shown in Figure 1b confirm that stable results are achieved as long158

as the filter window M is chosen accordingly. We recommend a window length of about159

three times the ramp time. As in practice the ramp time is unknown, the signal length160

inferred from raw displacements can be a good starting point. If the length of the filter161

window is not sufficient for a given signal, it can strongly affect the recovered step. On162

the other hand, if the step is real, the recovered value is stable over a wide range of163

M (Figure 1b). Hence, we explore different windows M , starting at 3 times the signal164

length and gradually increasingM by 5 s each time until we achieve a robust solution with165

satisfactory noise removal. For now, this manual process is necessary to ensure stability166

and robustness of the results. There is no upper limit for the choice of M , but as filter167
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windows get longer, less noise can be removed. Consequently, the method is limited by168

the SNR.169

3.2. Horizontal Components

Our customized table displaces the instrument horizontally to the same extent as verti-170

cally due to its 45◦ angle of translation with respect to the ground. During the displace-171

ments, driven by turning the micrometer screw, the table surface is tilted uncontrollably, a172

problem that cannot be avoided when creating horizontal displacements with this setup.173

This tilt leads to a long period transient dominating the horizontal seismograms (see174

dashed line in Figure 1d), but negligible on the vertical component. Associated with the175

displacements, we measure steps of about 1 to 20 · 10−6 g in instrument corrected and176

differentiated (i.e. acceleration) seismograms. According to the tilt term in Equation 1177

this corresponds to tilt steps of about 1 to 20µrad. Tilts this strong make it difficult to178

extract displacement steps from the horizontal seismograms, but do not interfere with re-179

covery on the vertical component, as shown above. However, the tilts observed in our field180

experiments on volcanoes, where there are any, are several orders of magnitude smaller181

and thus do not create significant transients. A tilt step of the order of a few microradians182

would be directly visible particularly as a major waveform difference between vertical and183

horizontal components (see above and Figure 1d).184

As the instrument in our experiment sits directly on the source and the tilt signal185

is negligible on the vertical component, the assumptions underlying the tilt separation186

method of Wielandt and Forbriger [1999] are fulfilled. We thus applied this method to187

the data for the fastest step (0.6 s with ux = uz ≈ 70µm), where a tilt of about 14µrad188
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affected the north component, while the displacement in this direction was identical to189

the upward motion. The horizontal raw velocity seismogram (Figure 1d, dashed red line)190

shows a long-period transient, the seismometer’s response to a tilt/acceleration step [for191

details see Kinoshita, 2008]. The tilt separation method was carried out between 0.005Hz192

and 1Hz, which exceeds the band suggested by Wielandt and Forbriger [1999] (0.005Hz193

- 0.05Hz), but works well here due to the high SNR. The solid line shows the resulting194

seismograms, in which the estimated tilt has been removed. Although the method’s fit195

for this extreme (large tilt) example is not ideal (energy of the residual is about 8% of196

the original trace), it reduces the tilt transient significantly and thus exposes the velocity197

pulse. The lower panel in Figure 1d shows the displacement seismograms after application198

of the median filter method. Whilst without tilt reduction, the step is not retrieved on199

the horizontal component (dashed line), it is successfully recovered when tilt was reduced200

before median filter application. Both vertical and horizontal displacements show a step201

of about 77µm, which is in good agreement with the known displacement (70µm) in the202

presence of such large tilt contamination.203

In conclusion, we demonstrate that static displacement steps can be recovered from204

seismometers when long-period noise is carefully addressed. Running median filters are205

a suitable tool to reduce this noise adequately, although strong tilt contamination on206

horizontal components may have to be dealt with separately. A summary of the steps207

and a Python code for the median filter can be found in the Supporting Information to208

this paper. Although we did not test this for instruments other than the aforementioned209

Guralp 3ESPCD (60 s; 2 x 3000V/(m/s)) and a Guralp 6TD (30 s; 2 x 1200V/(m/s)),210
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in principle any broadband seismometer should be suitable for step recovery, as long as211

the response is well known and can be removed accurately. In our tests, the (shorter212

period and less sensitive) 6TD instrument showed a lower SNR at long periods than the213

3ESPCD type, posing a problem for small signals. Low instrumental noise at long periods214

is thus desirable. In the following we apply the constraints found in this section to field215

observations on volcanoes.216

4. Applications to Field Data

Figure 2b shows the vertical seismogram of an LP event recorded on Turrialba in 2009217

by the summit station CIMA (map in Figure 2a), using the same instrument type that218

we used in the laboratory (Guralp 3ESPCD 60 s). Here we compare the classical LP219

band pass filtered trace to the one processed with the median filter. In both cases, a low220

pass filter with a corner frequency of 4Hz was applied in advance. While the velocity221

seismograms do not show a significant difference, the displacements show a clear step222

when processed with the median filter; this displacement step cannot be seen when data223

are filtered with the bandpass filter, as is common practice. As the rise time of the step,224

starting at about 6.5 s, is not longer than about 2 s, the 20 s median filter window applied225

in Figure 2b is in accordance with the results from the laboratory experiments.226

This step behaviour is not singular to this LP event, but can be observed for multiple227

events in the 2009 catalogue. Figure 2c shows seismograms of a family of 183 events228

(from family 2 in Eyre et al. [2013]) and a stack of these. Here the data were corrected229

for instrument response and trend, but no further filters were applied. The data were230

normalised to match the peak-to-peak amplitudes between events. Although (due to231
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strong long-period noise) only some single events show a clear static displacement like232

in Figure 2b, the integrated stack of this family shows a pronounced step, even without233

applying a median filter. This shows that this step-like behaviour is coherent across LP234

events and can be detected when recorded in the near field at the summit of Turrialba.235

The same behaviour was observed at a second summit station CIM2 (Figure 2a), using236

the same instrumentation. Shorter period instrumentation and greater distances from the237

summit lead to sparse observation of such steps at other locations during the same field238

experiment.239

On Mt Etna, Italy, similar step-like behaviour can be observed on broadband station240

ECPN (Nanometrics Trillium 40 s) near the summit area (map in Figure 3a). Here, the241

step is embedded within a clear very long period signal which is coherent in waveform242

shape and size across many LP events recorded in 2005. Figure 3b shows displacements243

for 17 of these events and their stack. The filtered stack for the main energy peak of244

the event (0.3 - 1.3Hz) shows the typical filtered waveform that is normally used for LP245

waveform inversions. The clear and coherent downward motion before, and the upward246

step coinciding with the LP event are both masked by the filter and their implications for247

the source are lost when inverting only in this narrow frequency band.248

5. Discussion

Near summit LP observations on both Turrialba and Etna volcanoes demonstrate that249

both single event recordings and stacks of numerous repeating events show step-like dis-250

placement waveforms, which present as wave “pulses” in velocity seismograms. Low cut251

filtering traditionally applied prior to waveform inversion does not preserve these displace-252
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ment signals, compromising our assessment of the broadband source-time history. These253

step-like displacement signals are only seen in the near-field region from the source, consis-254

tent with theoretical displacement fields for dislocations [e.g. Okada, 1992]. The near- and255

intermediate-field terms, containing static deformation signals, decay much faster with the256

source-receiver distance than the purely dynamic far-field term [for details, see Lokmer257

and Bean, 2010]. As a consequence, the step signal can rapidly fall under the detec-258

tion threshold (around 1µm on 3ESPCD instruments) within a distance of approximately259

1-2 km from the source.260

The results from our laboratory experiments show that the detection of static displace-261

ments is primarily controlled by the SNR. Moving median filters on broadband data can262

reduce long-period noise whilst retaining static displacements. Common methods of dis-263

placement detection, such as GPS or InSAR do not offer the resolution (both methods264

have their limits around 1-10mm [e.g. Fournier et al., 2011; Bürgmann et al., 2000])265

needed to resolve steps of such small magnitude (order of 1-10µm in our experiments)266

and short time history. In some scenarios, a comparison of inferred steps with long-term267

deformations measured with GPS or InSAR could be of interest in order to investigate a268

possible accumulation of such steps. However, a seismometer (and thus the method) is269

not directly sensitive to such long-term deformation.270

Generally, inversions carried out using bandpass filtered seismograms result in a band-271

pass filtered time history of the source. If the time history of the actual source process272

differs from a zero-mean transient motion, the source time function obtained from fil-273

tered inversions will significantly differ from the real scenario. For example, a pure ramp274
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function (as might be expected for fault slip) is transformed into a zero-mean pulse with275

positive and negative lobes when subjected to a bandpass filter and its static displacement276

component is lost during filtering. Thus, source time functions obtained from band-limited277

inversions should always be interpreted as a filtered version of the true displacement and278

not as a complete history of the source motion. Otherwise, the underlying source process279

may be misinterpreted.280

6. Conclusions

We have successfully recovered static displacement steps from field and laboratory seis-281

mometer data by applying median filters to reduce long period noise and long term instru-282

ment trends. The performance of this method is limited by the size of the step signal in283

relation to the long period noise, but is applied successfully to signals comparable to real284

world examples. Using field data from Turrialba volcano, Costa Rica, we recovered steps285

associated with LP events; stacks of many events show that this is coherent across many286

similar events. On Mt Etna, LP events also show a step-like behaviour embedded in a287

longer period signal, which is masked by traditional bandpass filters used for LP analysis.288

A more detailed analysis of these new observations, including source inversions, is be-289

yond the scope of this study. Hence we do not attempt to relate the surface waveforms290

directly to source models here. However, our results show that we are missing important291

information on LP sources if we analyse only the most energetic part of the recordings.292

The new observations reported in this paper pave the path for a more detailed analysis of293

LP sources from existing and future datasets. Additionally, this work shows that near field294

broad band observations are important in order to gain a more complete image of volcano295
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seismic sources. A more considered approach to waveform analysis demonstrates that296

even in relatively noisy volcanic environments we can access subtle information, which297

might fundamentally change our interpretation of underlying source processes.298
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Figure 1. (a) Recovery of a vertical 94µm step recorded on a Lennartz step table. Black:

0.6 s ramp time; red: 1.8 s ramp time and added field data noise. The step is masked by the

bandpass filter, moving median filters can reduce noise without masking the step. (b) Recovery

of vertical steps with varying ramp lengths and median filter windows, recorded on customized

step table. Grey area indicates the actual displacement including errors. (c) Customized step

table, allowing for ramps of varying amplitudes and rise times; the arrow marks the micrometer

screw used to control the displacement. (d) Recovery of a horizontal step contaminated with

tilt. When tilt is reduced [following Wielandt and Forbriger , 1999], the horizontal step aligns

well with the identical vertical step (as seismometer displacements in horizontal and vertical

directions are equal).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Station locations on Turrialba volcano in 2009. Inset shows the location of the

volcano within Costa Rica. (b) Top: Vertical LP event seismogram from Turrialba, recorded on

Turrialba station CIMA in 2009, processed with median filter (20 s) or bandpass filter (0.3 - 4Hz);

Bottom: corresponding displacements; median filter processed data shows a step masked by the

bandpass filter. (c) Stack of 183 unfiltered, instrument corrected and normalised LP events from

a family at station CIMA. Due to the high S/N ratio in the stack, a step similar to the single

event in (b) is visible in the unprocessed integrated stack.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Permanent broadband station locations on Mt Etna in 2005. Inset shows the

location of the volcano within Southern Italy. (b) Vertical displacements from 17 LP events on

Etna, recorded on summit station ECPN and stack, showing step-like behaviour embedded in a

longer period signal, not recovered in the filtered representation.
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